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Abstract: The article is aiming at peculiarities revealing of innovative and entrepreneurial activities organization and implementation in higher technical school. It presents model analysis which exists in entrepreneurial activity; distinguishes the stages and peculiarities of entrepreneurial forming and development, reveals the essence of innovative entrepreneurship in conditions of education, science and manufacture integration, finds regularities and proves the principles of teachers’ innovative and entrepreneurial competence forming in higher technical schools, and also discloses regional practice of innovative and entrepreneurial activities implementation in the educational institutions of professional education. The material of this article is of practical value for the administration and the teaching staff of higher educational institutions of professional education in innovative and entrepreneurial activities implementation in the University, and also for teachers’ and students’ innovative and entrepreneurial competence forming. [Vasily Grigoryevich Ivanov, Albina Rafisovna Shaidullina, Aleksander Sergeyevich Drovnikov, Sergey Aleksandrovich Yakovlev. Peculiarities of Innovative and Entrepreneurial Activity Implementation in Higher Technical School: Regional Practice. Life Sci J. 2014:11(9s):587-591]. (ISSN:1097-8135).
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1. Introduction

The modern conditions of educational institutions of professional education are characterized by the increasing competition and modern teachers should possess not only applied professional competence, but also innovative and entrepreneurial competence, suggesting their willingness to adapt to innovations, development and marketing of their professional activities innovative products and others (Ivanov, Akhmetgareev, Varaksin, 2011). However, most of teachers are not focused on the innovative business activity in the scientific-educational sphere and they are not ready for its implementation (Osipov, 2006). This situation is due to the fact that the level of innovative and entrepreneurial competence development of many modern educators is not high enough.

Innovative entrepreneurship is a special creating process of something new, the process of management, based on the constant search for new opportunities, which is focused on innovation. It is concerned with entrepreneur's willingness to take on all the risk for new project implementation or existing one’s improvement and as well as to be responsible for financial, moral and social factors emergency (Ivanov and Bikbulatov, 2013).

Innovation and entrepreneurial activity in the conditions of education, science and manufacture integration is a system of measures for effective commercial activity implementation on the basis of available scientific, scientific-technical potential of the enterprise in order to create a competitive product (Shaidullina et al., 2014; Masalimova, 2013).

The whole course of entrepreneurship development and formation conditionally can be divided into four stages:

1. Stage is connected with sharing the entrepreneur risk (XVIII century). According to this phase, the entrepreneur is any individual possessing the vision and the desire to take risks, looking to the future, whose actions are characterized by the hope to earn income and willingness to losses.

2. The stage of innovation determination as the main distinctive features of entrepreneurship (XIX century). The trend of the second stage of entrepreneurship’s scientific understanding is characterized by innovation’s allocation as its main distinctive features.
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3. Stage of focusing on special personal qualities of an entrepreneur and on the role of entrepreneurship as regulatory beginning in the economic system (XX century). The distinctive feature of this stage is the focus of special personal qualities of an entrepreneur.

4. The emphasis shift phase of entrepreneurial functions on management aspect (end of XX century) is characterized by the provision that in the conditions of market relations, it is not enough for the entrepreneur to update the products, the technology regularly, but constantly to improve the organization of enterprise and management style (Gatiyatullin, 2008).

2. Materials and Methods

Models which exist in the entrepreneurial activity and their analysis (investment, inventory, institutional, intermediary, acquisition, commercial, consulting, and market-games model), allow to make a conclusion that the development of entrepreneurship in domestic and foreign practice representing it as developed centuries-long evolution process of values approval of a free labor, professional initiatives, practices of individual activities, which lead to the entrepreneurship’s approval in the economies of all developed countries of the world, including Russia, as a self-sufficient way of management (Ivanov et al., 2013). Many of these models are realized today in Russian business practice:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Investment model</td>
<td>Development and implementation of venture investment projects &quot;at one’s own risk&quot; that currently, Russia does not consider to be justified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Inventory model</td>
<td>Promotion or sale of know-how (one’s own or of the client).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Institutional model</td>
<td>Ideas implementation, original solutions making, availability of necessary funds, communications ensuring, interactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Intermediary model</td>
<td>Arbitrator, mediator role performance with commissions obtaining (on the basis of unique information about the needs and capabilities of the parties).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Acquisition model</td>
<td>Resources accumulation and concentration for negotiating in any good time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Commercial model</td>
<td>New communications creation for goods, services, information exchange.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Consulting model</td>
<td>Professional support providing on a wide range of problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Market-games model</td>
<td>Price and other confidential information manipulation and combination.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In scientific-pedagogical bases justification of high technical school teachers' innovative and entrepreneurial competence formation process we proceeded from the following regularities of its development:

- productivity of innovative and entrepreneurial competence formation process in conditions of education, science and manufacture integration is due to teachers' openness, dynamism, readiness to innovations;
- productivity of teachers innovative and entrepreneurial competence formation process is contributed by their systematic publications, participation in conferences of different level, technical parks, innovative ideas, projects, grants, etc.;
- the integrity of innovative and entrepreneurial competence formation process is ensured in cooperation with relevant research institutes and enterprises developments, technologies and projects.

Based on identified patterns, we specify such principles of high technical school teachers’ innovative and entrepreneurial competence formation as: innovation and tradition, fundamentality and orientation on practical activity, transparency and proportionality. The implementation of these principles focused on strategic planning and management in the innovation sphere, provision of competitive advantages of the University staff as a whole; openness and availability of the results of innovative entrepreneurial activity, as well as conservation of professional ethics.
3. Results

On the basis of regional practice of innovation and entrepreneurship implementation in higher technical school, the following conceptual position are laid: innovation and entrepreneurial activity is carried out based on the requirements of modern manufacture and educational services, taking into account the difficulties experienced by the teacher in the process of innovative business activity implementation and the promising directions of innovation entrepreneurship business and culture development.

Student's training for innovative and entrepreneurial activities implementation appropriately should be made (simultaneously) in higher professional education unite process, via all educational disciplines contents. Higher technical education in combination with economic, legal knowledge and its practical orientation are substantive basis for students' entrepreneurial skills formation. The students receive an education in their own field and at the same time steadily acquire the system of entrepreneurial activity in the area of the profession on qualification and competence level.

Efficiency of students training for innovative and entrepreneurial activities implementation depends on creative interaction between teachers and students in the design and entrepreneurial activity, forming in students motivation for constructive management actions; on purposeful organization of students initiative creative and independent work, contributing to their leadership skills, readiness for innovation activity in the zone of reasonable risk; on entrepreneurial activity participants’ interaction (teachers, students, representatives of enterprises) in creating multifunctional professionally oriented, spiritual, moral, and cultural environment.

Many modern universities implementing innovative entrepreneurial business activity create, on their own basis, the offices of commercialization, the objectives of which are the following:

- collection and analysis of the received information, preliminary marketing research, expert assessment and recommendations providing to commercialize the most promising projects and developments;
- information search and analysis on market needs, linked with scientific activity of the University staff. Strategic order formation on scientific developments;
- case information data base of University developments creation, suitable for commercialization and innovative developments’ support. Investors database, orders for scientific developments maintaining, etc;
- financing sources determination for selected projects and developments commercialization. Search of investors;
- developments presentation on competitions, grants, exhibitions, negotiations with potential buyers;
- preparation, control and maintenance of contracts on commercialization, license agreements, state contracts, contracts with managing participants, etc.;
- organization of higher education institution staff and representatives of business joint actions (seminars, conferences, round tables);
- students groups identification and organization for their perspective innovative projects implementation further support.

As to commercialization office composition, the requirements for its personnel and its job responsibilities are presented in the table. It consists of the head Master, Manager on intellectual property management and its protection, the Manager on marketing and technologies promotion, investment Manager. The composition of the office workers may be adjusted depending on the work amounts (the number and quality of projects are in process).

Such units allow to systematize the work on innovative products promotion, to receive additional income as for higher education institution for individual scientists, and to create an environment for competitive specialists training, who is capable of perceiving adequately, generating and implement innovations, receiving competence in the field of research and development, motivation to innovate.

4. Discussions

economic Sciences by K.R. Abdoulgamidov, V.Lyubkina, M.L.Nyushenkova, etc.  
Despite a rather stable interest of a wide circle of scientists to entrepreneurship as a scientific problem, it is not reflected in scientific and pedagogical works. In the above studies pedagogical component of the business, as a rule, is absent, and socio-cultural component is negligible. In modern socio-economic conditions, educational, moral and ethical orientation of entrepreneurial activity can change significantly its quality and effectiveness. It actualizes the need for special studies aimed at understanding the pedagogical problems of innovation and entrepreneurial activity of higher educational institutions.

| Table 2. Almetyevsk State Oil Institute Developments Commercialization Office Staff |
|---------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| Duty                            | Duty activities                                  | Demands to the candidate                        |
| head Master                     | - Work Planning on all major activities directions at the office  |
|                                 | - Interaction with University academic department heads  |
|                                 | - Work organization on university scientific developments information collection |
|                                 | - Interaction with University administration and state structures  |
|                                 | - Negotiations with intellectual property potential buyers. |
|                                 | - Personnel management office                    | - Experience of work in high school |
|                                 | - Protection of University intellectual property  | - Experience of leadership in innovative business |
|                                 | - Legal documents making linked to the relations of the University with partners relating to intellectual property  |
|                                 | - Database maintenance on developments offered for sale |
|                                 | - Initial assessment of intellectual properties commercial properties resulting from research activities of the University | - Knowledge of management basics, including the staff management. |
|                                 | - Knowledge of normative documents related to intellectual property  |
|                                 | - Ability to maintain databases                   | - Negotiation skills, communication skills, knowledge of foreign languages |
| Manager on intellectual property management and its protection | - Marketing of intellectual property within the region and beyond it | - All marketing methods possession, including marketing of new products |
|                                 | - Market research in the technological sectors, which are appropriate to the University scientific research theme | - Abilities to organize |
|                                 | - Joint scientists and business representatives activities  | - Knowledge of foreign languages |
| Investment manager | - Business planning  | - Knowledge in the field of business planning and financial management |
|                                 | - Funding search for projects commercialization  | - Knowledge of investment schemes, their optimization, financing sources |
|                                 | - Investors search for newly established companies on the basis of University developments | - Tax legislation knowledge |
|                                 | Innovative projects management  |

5. Conclusion

Thus, the advantage of commercialization office is that it promotes collaboration of the institute departments in the process of scientists’ developments transferring to the final products and bringing them to the market; the University receives revenue from intellectual activity results sale; the process of education is innovative in nature, promotes innovative person and innovative personality formation (such tasks are given for universities in "the Strategy of innovative development of Russia till 2020").

Modern universities today have to not only conduct fundamental, search and applied scientific researches, but also create new equipment and technologies, ensure their distribution, research results commercialization, and ready products transferring (technology transfer) to the consumer. Thus modern universities are transformed into scientifically innovative educational University complex.
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